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Abstract 

The effects of thermal cycling frequency and buffer layer on the crack generation 

and thermal fatigue behaviors of Yb–Gd–Y-stabilized zirconia (YGYZ)-based thermal barrier 

coatings (TBCs) were investigated through thermally graded mechanical fatigue (TGMF) test. 

TGMF tests with low- (period of 10 min) and high-frequency (period of 2 min) cycling were 

performed at 1100 
o
C with a 60 MPa tensile load. Different cycling frequencies in TGMF test 

generate two kinds of crack propagation modes. The sample with low-frequency cycling 

condition shows penetration cracks in the YGYZ top coat, and multiple narrow vertical 

cracks are generated in high-frequency cycling. To enhance the thermomechanical properties, 

different buffer layers were introduced into the TBC systems, which were deposited with the 

regular (RP) or high-purity 8 wt% yttria stabilized zirconia (HP-YSZ) feedstock. The purity 

of the feedstock powder used for preparing the buffer layer affected the fracture behavior, 

showing a better thermal durability for the TBCs with the HP-YSZ in both frequency test 

conditions. A finite element model is developed, which takes creep effect into account due to 

thermal cycling. The model shows the high stresses at the interfaces between different layers 

due to differential thermal expansion. The failure mechanisms of YGYZ-based TBCs in 

TGMF test are also proposed. The vertical cracks are preferentially created, and then the 

vertical and horizontal cracks will be propagated when the vertical cracks are impeded by 

pores and micro-cracks. 

Keywords: Thermal barrier coating; Buffer layer; Purity; Thermally graded mechanical 

fatigue test; Thermal frequency cycling 
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1. Introduction 

Thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) are widely used in aircraft engines and land 

based gas turbines to protect the metallic substrates of hot-section components from high 

temperature environments. TBCs enhance the fuel efficiency by enabling higher 

temperature operations and extending lifetime performance of hot-section components in 

aircraft and gas turbine engines. For aircraft engines, many researches [1-4] have focused 

on the thermomechanical fatigue loadings which adversely influence the durability of 

TBCs, and their failure mechanisms. The ceramic top coat in a typical TBC system is made 

of 6–8 wt% yttria-stabilized zirconia (YSZ), which has low thermal conductivity, superior 

thermal stability and similar coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) to metallic substrate. 

As the gas turbine inlet temperature increases (> 1200 °C), there is a concern about the 

current YSZ TBCs which are prone to the phase transformation and sintering, causing early 

delamination under high temperature environments [5]. Additionally, the hot-section 

components in a rotation part with TBC systems are subject to severe stresses conditions, 

such as cyclic thermal gradient and centrifugal force. Consequently, the TBCs and 

substrates experience cyclic thermal and mechanical loads in an engine environment, and 

their lifetime performance are limited by thermomechanical fatigue [6]. Therefore, the 

lifetime performance of the TBC systems should be evaluated in thermomechanical 

environments, especially for the TBCs applied to the hot-section component of a rotation 

part. Thermomechanical tests require appropriate control of both mechanical and thermal 

loading, and the thermal graded mechanical fatigue (TGMF) test has been believed to be an 

effective way to reproduce stress states close to service condition. 

In terms of TBC materials, rare-earth zirconates (Re2Zr2O7, Re = La, Gd, Eu, Dy) 
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are regarded as alternative ceramic materials to YSZ that have higher melting points (> 

2000 °C), better phase stabilities, and lower thermal conductivities [7,8]. One of the 

candidates, Gd2Zr2O7 has no volumetric phase transformation, unlike YSZ, and it 

undergoes an order–disorder transition; i.e., a transformation from a defect fluorite 

structure to a pyrochlore structure [9]. As another candidate for advanced TBC materials, 

zirconate material doped with lanthanum (La), ytterbium (Yb), gadolinium (Gd), yttrium 

(Y), or Yb–Gd–Y-stabilized zirconia (hereinafter YGYZ), has been proposed for more 

stable TBCs [10–12]. YGYZ coating has several advantages compared with YSZ coating 

in terms of its thermomechanical and thermochemical properties, such as better oxidation 

resistance, improved sintering resistance, higher calcium–magnesium–alumina–silicate 

resistance, excellent phase stability, and lower thermal conductivity. YGYZ has a thermal 

conductivity of 0.80–1.24 W∙(m·K)
−1

 in bulk form and of 2.1 W∙(m·K)
−1

 for bulk 8YSZ 

[13–16]. However, higher CTE mismatch and lower fracture toughness values were 

observed in Gd2Zr2O7, which may cause coating’s premature failures [17,18]. 

Consequently, a layered structure was believed as an effective way to overcome 

the bulk material’s drawbacks. In particular, a multilayer concept has been recently 

proposed, which includes an erosion-resistant layer as an outer layer, a thermal barrier 

layer, a corrosion–oxidation-resistant layer, a thermal stress control layer, and a diffusion-

resistant layer [19,20]. Additionally, regular and high purity YSZ buffer layers were 

introduced which can reduce the stresses generated at the interface due to the CTE 

mismatch during cyclic thermal exposure. Moreover, the mechanical property of ceramic 

top coat was improved by adding these buffer layers.  

Given the discussions above, in this study, the goal is to understand the failure 

mechanisms of the layered YGYZ-based TBCs in the combined thermal and mechanical 
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environments, with a focus on the thermal cycling frequency and buffer layer purity effects. 

The TGMF test can simulate the cyclic mechanical loading and thermal gradient under 

operating conditions of rotating parts in turbines. Two different thermal cycling frequencies, 

1/120 Hz (or 2 mins period, or high-frequency thereafter) and 1/600 Hz (or 10 mins period, 

or low-frequency thereafter), in the TGMF tests were employed. Additionally, the effects 

of buffer layers prepared with two different feedstock powders (regular- and high-purity 

powders or RP- and HP-YSZ thereafter) on the crack generation and thermal fatigue 

behaviors were investigated. Finally, the relationship between the thermal durability and 

buffer layer species in the YGYZ-based TBC systems was discussed, with a focus on the 

microstructural evolution in the TGMF tests.  

2. Experiment procedure 

2.1 Coating materials and sample preparation 

The substrate was made of nickel superalloy with a thickness of approximately 5.5 

mm. The side and surface photographs of the sample employed in the TGMF test are 

shown in Fig. 1. The feedstock of the bond coat was AMDRY 9951 (Sulzer Metco Holding 

AG, Wohlen, Switzerland). The bond coat was deposited on the nickel superalloy substrate 

by the high-velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) process using a Diamond Jet-2600DJM (Sulzer 

Metco Holding AG). Two YSZ buffer layers were deposited on the bond coat using two 

feedstock powders (METCO 204C-NS with regular purity: 8.0Y2O3-0.7SiO2-0.2TiO2-

0.2Al2O3-0.2Fe2O3 doped in ZrO2, hereinafter RP-YSZ and METCO 204C-XCL with high 

purity: 8.0Y2O3-0.05SiO2-0.05TiO2-0.05Al2O3-0.05Fe2O3 doped in ZrO2, hereinafter HP-

YSZ; Sulzer Metco Holding AG), as shown in Fig. 2 (A) and (B), respectively. The YGYZ 

top coat was coated on each buffer layer using a commercial feedstock powder (METCO 
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206A：  9.5Y2O3-5.6Yb2O3-5.2Gd2O3 doped in ZrO2; Sulzer Metco Holding AG) with a 

size range of 45 to 125 μm, as shown in Fig. 2 (C). The buffer layer and top coat were 

sprayed following the air plasma spraying (APS) method using the 9 MB coating system 

(Sulzer Metco Holding AG). Based on the information provided by the powder supplier 

[21,22], the high-purity zirconia-based powders, such as HP-YSZ or METCO 204C-XCL, 

show improved high-temperature sintering resistance due to low concentrations of alumina 

and silica. Testing has shown that these high-purity systems show improved sintering 

characteristics, are less prone to phase and structural changes, and have better thermal-

cyclic life. 

The schematic diagrams of the layered TBC structural design proposed in this 

study are shown in Fig. 3. The thicknesses of the bond coat, buffer layer, and top coat were 

designed as 450 ± 50, 100 ± 20, and 800 ± 100 μm, respectively.  

 

2.2 TGMF test 

Crack generation and lifetime performance of the YGYZ-based TBCs were 

investigated in the combined mechanical and thermal environments. A photograph of the 

TGMF apparatus is shown in Fig. 4. The schematic illustration of flame shock on the TBC 

surface in the TGMF test is shown in Fig. 5(A), along with the applied tensile loading 

direction, and the applied tensile load was controlled by a load cell. The TGMF test uses 

liquid petroleum gas (LPG) as the fuel. The surface temperatures of tested samples are 

approximately 1100 °C during heating process. The samples are cooled in ambient air 

when the torch is retreated during cooling process.  

Two different cycling frequencies of TGMF test, i.e., high-and low-frequency 

cycling (Fig. 5(B) and Fig.5(C), respectively), were employed, which correspond to the 
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high- and low-rotation of turbine engine starting process. In Figs. 5(B) and (C), the red 

solid and black dotted lines indicate the measured and scheduled temperatures, respectively. 

The temperatures on the surface and backside of TBC were measured by an infrared-

temperature measurement device (wavelength: 3.9 μm, CTlaser MT; Optris, Berlin, 

Germany). A 60 MPa uniaxial tensile load (δa) was applied. The strain rate and total strain 

were controlled by a computerized control program at 1.5 mm/min and 0.2%, respectively. 

In the low-frequency cycling condition, the samples were heated and cooled for 

10 min in each cycle. In contrast, in the high-frequency cycling condition, the samples 

were heated and cooled for 2 min in each cycle. To keep the total thermal exposure time 

same (total 10,000 mins), the low- and high-frequency cycles were operated for 1,000 and 

5,000 cycles, respectively. A summary of the numbers of cycles and total exposure time is 

shown in Table 1. The criteria that were adopted for failure in the TGMF tests were > 50% 

spalling of the region, or cracking in the top coat and/or at the interface. 

 

2.3 Characterizations 

To evaluate the microstructures of tested samples, the cross sectional views of 

selected regions were chosen, which are parallel to the tensile loads applied to the samples. 

Due to the flame shock’s local concentrations shown in Fig. 5(A), only the center coverage 

of the samples were selected in this investigation. The selected samples were preprocessed 

to observe the cross-sectional microstructure before and after the TGMF tests. The samples 

were cold-mounted using epoxy resin, polished using silicon carbide paper, and then 

finally polished using 3 m and 1 m diamond pastes. The cross-sectional microstructures 

of the TBCs were observed using a scanning electron microscope (Model JSM-561; JEOL, 
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Tokyo, Japan) in backscattered electron image mode. Crack generation at the interface 

between the buffer layer and top coat, and the effect of tensile load on the samples in the 

thermal and mechanical environments were studied. Moreover, image analysis was 

conducted to measure the porosity of the cross-sectional microstructure images of the top 

coats. 

 

2.4 Finite element model description 

A finite element of the TBC structure subject to thermal cycling conditions was built. 

Due to axial symmetry, only a half cross-section with axial symmetric finite element was 

used for the model. The geometry of the TBC is identical to the experimental specimen. 

The typical elastic materials properties for YGYZ, YSZ, bond coat, and nickel 

superalloy substrate were used. In order to understand the thermal cycling effect on the 

mechanical behavior of the coating, a creep model was also applied to the YGYZ layer. For 

the mechanical boundary conditions, the symmetric axis was imposed as axial symmetry. The 

bottom of the structure was applied with a roller condition. For thermal boundary conditions, 

the thermal cycling conditions identical to the experimental conditions in Table 1 were 

imposed. 

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Characterization of as-prepared samples 

The cross-sectional microstructures of two layered TBCs before the TGMF test 

are shown in Fig. 6. The TBCs did not show delamination or cracking at the interface 

between the top and bond coats. The top coats, buffer layers, and bond coats were well 
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deposited with the thicknesses of 816–833 m, 106–117 m, and 469–486 m, 

respectively. However, the effect of the thickness differences is not considered in this 

investigation because its impact is negligible on thermal durability, according to the 

previous studies [23,24]. The porosity of the YGYZ top coat is 14.9%. The bond coat 

prepared by the HVOF process showed a dense microstructure and low oxide contents. A 

laminar structure was shown in the top coats, in which pores and micro-cracks were 

inevitable due to the internal thermal stress in the process of thermal spraying [25]. The 

orientation of the cracks and pores normal to the heat flow reduces the thermal 

conductivity of the top coat from 2.3 W∙(m·K)
−1

 for a fully dense material to a more 

typical 0.8 to 1.7 W∙(m·K)
−1

 [3]. In addition, the top coat and buffer layer were bound 

tightly due to the similar microstructure prepared by the same coating method.  

 

3.2 Effect of thermal cycling frequency on TBC durability 

The TGMF testing technique used in this study simplifies the original testing 

apparatus developed in the late 1990s, in order to facilitate the setup of the experiment and 

also sample preparation using a flat sample geometry [26,27]. The photographs of a tested 

sample and apparatus are shown in Figs. 1 and 4, respectively.  

A summary of the number of cycles and exposure time in the TGMF tests is given in 

Table 1. Until the end of the TGMF tests (10,000 mins), no obvious delaminations were 

observed with a visual inspection in both cycling frequency conditions.  

The overall microstructures of the TBCs with the buffer layer species after the 

TGMF tests are shown in Fig. 7. For the low- thermal cycling frequency (Fig. 7(A-1) and 

(B-1)), vertical cracks were generated that were perpendicular to the direction of the 
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tension load. The horizontal cracks were parallel to the interface between the bond and top 

coats, independent of the buffer layer species. In contrast, for the high thermal cycling 

frequency, multiple narrow cracks were observed (Fig. 7(A-2) and (B-2)). In addition, the 

porosities of the YGYZ top coats after low- and high-frequency TGMF test are 19.59% 

and 17.08%, respectively. Compare to as-prepared sample, the cracks generation caused 

the increasing of the porosity. 

The TBCs in the high thermal cycling frequency showed notable differences in 

fracture resistance compared with the low thermal cycling frequency, independent of bond 

coat species. Two kinds of thermal cycling frequency in TGMF test generated different cracks 

patterns due to the temperature difference between the top coat and buffer layer. For the low 

thermal cycling frequency, the surface temperature of tested samples reached 1100 °C, and 

then cooled to 450 °C; while cooled to 700 °C for the high thermal cycling frequency, as 

shown in the actual temperature curves (solid lines) in Fig. 5(B) and (C). Therefore, the 

actual temperature difference of adjacent cycles in the high thermal cycling frequency was 

less than that in the low thermal cycling frequency, indicating that the temperature difference 

within the sample could not generate enough thermal and residual stresses to create cracks in 

the top coat. In addition, the magnitude of the thermal and residual stresses can be diffused 

quickly due to the narrow cracks near the surface, which is important for applications with 

relatively fast cooling/heating rates. In another word, the appearance of narrow cracks is 

beneficial to prevent the vertical cracks propagating during the process of stress relief. In our 

previous study [28], the blended LZO-YSZ based TBCs with RP-YSZ buffer layer generated 

more vertical cracks than YGYZ-based TBCs. Therefore, the YGYZ-based TBCs showed a 

better thermal durability in the low-frequency cycling TGMF test. 
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3.3 Effect of buffer layer purity on TBC durability 

Highly magnified cross-sectional microstructures of samples tested with the low 

thermal cycling frequency are shown in Fig. 8. In the TBC with the buffer layer of RP-YSZ 

and HP-YSZ (Fig. 8(A) and (B)), vertical cracks propagated to the interface between the 

top coat and the buffer layer, and then transverse cracks were deflected above the buffer 

layer. The highly magnified cross-sectional microstructures of samples tested with the high 

thermal cycling frequency are shown in Fig. 9. After the TGMF test, the TBCs generated 

multiple narrow vertical cracks near the surface, as shown in Fig. 9(A-1) and (B-1). The 

vertical cracks propagated toward the interface between the top coat and the buffer layer.  

In the TBC with the buffer layer of HP-YSZ (Fig. 8(B)), horizontal cracks were 

generated within the top coat and at the interface between the top coat and the buffer layer. 

The horizontal cracks at the interface between the buffer layer and the top coat, and/or 

between the bond and top coats indicate that the thermal and residual stresses were induced 

as a result of the CTE mismatch.  

The CTE mismatch between the bond coat and the top coat was reduced by 

introducing the buffer layer, and the strain at the surface was also decreased. The thermal 

mismatch induced strain ( ) and stress ( ) during the TGMF test can be roughly calculated 

by Eqs. (1) and (2) as follows [29]: 

                            , (1) 

                               , (2) 

where     and      are the CTEs of the top coat and the bond coat (CTE is 9–10 × 10
-6

 

K
−1 

for bulk YGYZ, 10.5–11.5 × 10
-6

 K
−1 

for YSZ, and 15.0 × 10
-6

 K
−1 

for metallic bond 

coat at 1000 °C [30–32]), respectively, the    is the mean temperature in the top coat, and 
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the   is the elastic modulus of the ceramic materials. In our previous study [33], The E 

values which were measured by nano-indentation for YGYZ top coat, and the RP-YSZ and 

HP-YSZ buffer layers, which were determined to be 113.9 ± 23.8 GPa, 123.0 ± 23.8 GPa 

and 121.0 ± 21.7 GPa, respectively.  

Using the above equations, one can briefly show that the thermal and residual 

stresses were developed due to the CTE mismatch at the interfaces between the buffer 

layer and the bond coat, leading to cracking at the interfaces of the TBCs. The ceramic part 

was subject to a tensile stress during heating and a compressive stress during cooling in the 

direction parallel to the interface. The reverse stress status was created in the perpendicular 

direction. The buffer layer provided localized stress relief due to its high strain compliance, 

which can delay the delamination of the TBC and therefore enhance its lifetime 

performance. 

In summary, the samples with the HP-YSZ buffer layer have a better thermal and 

mechanical durability in the low-frequency TGMF test. The YSZ buffer layer prevented 

the propagation of the vertical cracks towards the interface between the top and bond coats, 

through reducing their CTE mismatch. Some researcher found that the HP-YSZ exhibited 

greater resistance to phase transformation (from T phase to M phase) at high temperatures 

[34]. For the low-frequency test, as shown in Figs. 8(A-3) and (B-3), some fine cracks 

were generated in both the RP- and HP-YSZ buffer layers. Even if vertical cracks were 

generated only in the RP-YSZ buffer layer, it is difficult to tell the statistical difference 

based on the microstructure. For the high-frequency test, the difference between the HP-

YSZ and RP-YSZ is less evident, since the generated vertical cracks were far away from 

the buffer layer.  
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3.4 Finite element model results 

The geometry and finite element mesh of the TBC are shown in Fig. 10. 

Convergence study was conducted to check the sufficiency of the mesh density. The von 

Mises stress distributions of in the TBCs are shown in Fig. 11. As seen in the figure, under 

both thermal cycling conditions, the maximum stresses occurred at the interfaces between 

different layers, due to differential thermal expansions. In general, the low-frequency 

sample had a slightly higher maximum stress than the high-frequency one, which was 

caused by a larger temperature difference in thermal cycling. 

The effective creep strain evolutions at the outer edge of the YGYZ and YSZ 

interface are plotted in Fig. 12. For both thermal cycling conditions, the effective creep 

strains continued to increase with time. The high-frequency sample had a faster strain 

increase rate than the low-frequency one, which may cause potential delamination. 

 

3.5 Mechanisms of fracture generations in the TBC in TGMF test 

Thermal cycling frequency causes different crack generation modes with different 

lengths and quantities of the vertical cracks. The microstructural of the tested samples under 

low- and high thermal cycling frequency had different cracks generations. Fig. 13 (A) and (B) 

show the crack propagation models under low- and high thermal cycling frequency in the 

TGMF test, respectively. The sample generated a penetration crack in top coat under low 

thermal cycling frequency, indicated by a thick line in Fig. 13(A). But more narrow vertical 

cracks were generated near the surface under high-frequency cycling, indicated by thin lines 

in Fig. 13(B). No penetrating cracks were generated in YGYZ top coat, indicating that 

smaller thermal and residual stresses were exerted at the interface between the top coat (or 

buffer layer) and the bond coat. In addition, the 60 MPa tensile load applied to the samples in 
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the TGMF test enhanced the tensile stress on the surface. Therefore, vertical cracks were 

easily generated in the direction perpendicular to the load. When the vertical cracks have 

been impeded by pores and micro-cracks with enough energy (thermal and residual stress), 

the cracks will pass through the pores and micro-cracks and continue to propagate in top 

coats. The crack tended to propagate along the spray direction due to the tensile radial stress 

with a high magnitude and reaches to the interface between the ceramic and metallic layers 

[35]. Moreover, in Fig. 8 and 9, the TGO thickness are approximately 1~3 m. Therefore, the 

TGO layers can be considered not affecting the cracks propagation and thermomechanical 

stability in this work. Horizontal cracks were easily generated at the interface among the 

splats boundary in TBC prepared by the APS process, which can be attributed to the 

production of a thermal residual stress during the plasma spraying. Additional analysis of 

crack generation and lifetime performance with the layered TBC system through TGMF tests 

will be covered further in the future work. 

It should be noted that there are a few limitations in the current work. In this work, 

due to limited number of samples, we were unfortunately unable to conduct sufficient tests to 

systematically analyze the initiation and propagation of cracks. Ideally, the crack initiation 

and propagation phenomena among the samples can be captured through interruption at 

various thermal cycles. These limitations should be addressed in the future work.  

 

4. Conclusions 

The lifetime performance of YGYZ-based TBCs with a buffer layer was 

investigated through the TGMF test with two different thermal cycling frequency 

conditions, and the following conclusions are obtained.  
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1. Although both the high- and low- thermal cycling frequency TBC samples 

survived the TGMF tests with the same test period (total 5000 mins), the high-frequency 

samples demonstrated a better durability based on microstructural analysis. This is due to 

the fact that less temperature change and the associated residual stress were generated in 

the high-frequency samples than the low-frequency ones. 

2. Thermal cycling frequency causes different crack generation modes with 

different lengths and quantities of the vertical cracks. In the low-frequency cycling TGM 

test, the long heating period caused a higher temperature difference and high residual stress 

that generated a few penetrating vertical cracks. In contrast, in the high-frequency cycling 

TGMF test, the YGYZ-top coat was subject to less temperature change and residual stress, 

causing multiple narrow vertical cracks. 

3. The samples with the HP-YSZ buffer layer have a better thermal and 

mechanical durability in low-frequency TGMF test. The YSZ buffer layer prevented the 

propagation of the vertical cracks towards the interface between the top and bond coats, 

through reducing their CTE mismatch. For the low-frequency test, some fine cracks were 

generated in the both RP- and HP-YSZ buffer layers. Even if some vertical cracks were 

generated in the RP-YSZ buffer layer, it is difficult to tell the difference through the 

microstructural examination. For the high-frequency test, the difference between the HP-

YSZ and RP-YSZ is less evident, since the generated vertical cracks were far away from 

the buffer layer.  

4. A finite element model is developed, which takes creep effect into account due 

to thermal cycling. The model shows the high stresses at the interfaces between different 

layers due to differential thermal expansion. 

5. The crack initiation and propagation behaviors in both frequencies are 
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controlled by the direction of the generated tensile load in the coatings. The vertical cracks 

were the primary fracture features in the TGMF tests. The vertical cracks were created on 

the top surface during the TGMF test, and then propagated towards to the interface 

between the top coat and the buffer layer. The transverse cracks then propagated when the 

vertical cracks were impeded by pores and micro-cracks at the interface where residual 

stress was present. These cracks finally resulted in the spallation of the ceramic coating 

when the transverse cracks were connected to each other. 
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Table caption 

Table. 1. Summary of the number of cycles and exposure time in the TGMF tests 

 

Figure captions 

Fig. 1. Side and surface photographs of the sample used in the TGMG test.  

Fig. 2. Morphology of feedstock powders: (A) YGYZ, (B) low-purity YSZ and (C) high-

purity YSZ. 

Fig. 3. Schematic illustration of layered TBCs: (A) YGYZ-based TBC with a buffer layer of 

RP-YSZ and (B) YGYZ-based TBC with a buffer layer of HP-YSZ. 

Fig. 4. Experimental apparatus and conditions in the TGMF test: (A) side view of the TGMF 

apparatus, (B) front view of the tested samples in TGMF test. 

Fig. 5. Experimental conditions in the TGMF test: (A) schematic diagram for observing 

microstructure with the flame position and the loading direction, (B) low-frequency cycling, 

and (C) high-frequency cycling. Solid and dotted lines indicate the measured temperature on 

the top surface of the sample and the scheduled temperature, respectively.  

Fig. 6. As-prepared microstructures of layered TBCs: (A) YGYZ-based TBC with a buffer 

layer of RP-YSZ and (B) YGYZ-based TBC with a buffer layer of HP-YSZ. Each number 

indicates the whole microstructure, top coat, interface of top coat and buffer layer, and 

interface of buffer layer and bond coat  

Fig. 7. Microstructures of layered TBCs after the TGMF test: (A) YGYZ-based TBC with a 

buffer layer of RP-YSZ and (B) YGYZ-based TBC with a buffer layer of HP-YSZ.  Each 

number indicates the low- and high-frequency cycling, respectively.  

Fig. 8. Microstructures of layered TBCs after low-frequency cycling in the TGMF test: (A) 

YGYZ-based TBC with a buffer layer of RP-YSZ and (B) YGYZ-based TBC with a buffer 
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layer of HP-YSZ. Each number indicates the whole microstructure, top coat, interface of top 

coat and buffer layer, and interface of buffer layer and bond coat.  

Fig. 9. Microstructures of layered TBCs after high-frequency cycling in the TGMF test: (A) 

YGYZ-based TBC with a buffer layer of RP-YSZ and (B) YGYZ-based TBC with a buffer 

layer of HP-YSZ. Each number indicates the whole microstructure, top coat, interface of top 

coat and buffer layer, and interface of buffer layer and bond coat.  

Fig. 10: Finite element model of the TBC. Due to axial symmetry, only a half cross-section 

with axial symmetric finite element is used. 

Fig. 11: von Mises stress (unit: Pa) distributions in the TBCs (two third of the coatings are 

shown to illustrate both the interior and exterior regions): (a) low-frequency sample, (b) high-

frequency sample. 

Fig. 12: Effective creep strain (in log scale) evolution at the outer edge of the YGYZ and 

YSZ interface: (a) low-frequency sample, (b) high-frequency sample. 

Fig. 13. Schematic illustration of the crack propagation model: (A) YGYZ-based TBC under 

low-frequency cycling and (B) YGYZ-based TBC under high-frequency cycling 
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Table 1. Summary of the number of thermal cycles and exposure time in the TGMF tests 

Sample species 
(Top coat/buffer layer) Cycling frequency Test (cycles) Exposure time (min) 

(A) YGYZ/RP-YSZ Low-frequency 1,000  10,000 

(B) YGYZ/HP-YSZ Low-frequency 1,000 10,000 

(C) YGYZ/RP-YSZ High-frequency 5,000 10,000 

(D) YGYZ/HP-YSZ High-frequency 5,000 10,000 
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Research Highlights 

 

 

 Yb-Gd-Y-stabilized zirconia (YGYZ) based TBCs with buffer layer was well 

prepared. 

 Thermal cycling frequency caused different crack growth behavior in TGMF test. 

 HP-YSZ buffer layer showed a better thermal durability in low-frequency TGMF test. 

 A finite element model showed the high stresses at the interfaces between different 

layers. 

 The failure mechanisms of YGYZ-based TBCs in TGMF test were proposed. 
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